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 DOMENICO SCARLATTI (1685 – 1757)  

 1 Sonate in D-Dur K 492 [03:42] 
   Presto
 2 Sonate in E-Dur K 380 [02:51] 
   Andante commodo
 3 Sonate in f-Moll K 386 [02:38] 
   Presto
 4 Sonate in c-Moll K 56 [03:40] 
   Con spirito

  ELISABETH BRAUß 
Haus Fuhr, Essen-Werden  
Live Recording: 18. Mai 2019

 5 Sonate in d-Moll K 9 [02:49] 
   Allegro
 6 Sonate in d-Moll K 32 [02:31] 
   Aria
 7 Sonate in e-Moll K 394 [04:16] 
   Allegro
 8 Sonate in G-Dur K 125 [01:06] 
   Vivo
 9 Sonate in f-Moll K 466 [04:02] 
   Andante moderato
 10 Sonate in F-Dur K 107 [02:29] 
   Allegro

  GIUSEPPE GUARRERA  
LEO-Theater im Ibach-Haus, Schwelm  
Live Recording: 17. Juli 2019

 JOSEPH HAYDN (1732 – 1809) 

 Sonate in Es-Dur Hob. XVI:52
 11  Allegro [06:16]
 12  Adagio [07:50]
 13  Finale. Presto [04:15]

  TIFFANY POON 
Haus Fuhr, Essen-Werden  
Live Recording: 12. Mai 2019

 14  Andante con variazioni in f-Moll Hob. XVII:6  [08:55]

  ALEXANDER ULLMAN 
Martinstift, Moers  
Live Recording: 13. Mai 2019

  FRANZ SCHUBERT (1797 – 1828)

 15 Ungarische Melodie in h-Moll D 817 [03:38]

  ALEXANDER ULLMAN 
Martinstift, Moers  
Live Recording: 13. Mai 2019

  JOHANNES BRAHMS (1833 – 1897)

 16  Variationen über ein Thema  
von Robert Schumann in fis-Moll op. 9 [17:49]

  TILL HOFFMANN 
Kulturzentrum August Everding, Bottrop  
Live Recording: 15. Juni 2019

CD 1
[78:47]
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 JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH (1685 – 1750) 

 1  Sinfonia Nr. 9 in f-Moll BWV 795 [03:30]

 Partita Nr. 6 in e-Moll BWV 830
 2  Toccata [07:31]
 3  Allemande [03:32]
 4  Corrente [03:14]
 5  Air [01:20]
 6  Sarabande [05:50]
 7  Tempo di Gavotta [01:14]
 8  Gigue [03:50]

  NICOLAS NAMORADZE 
Haus Fuhr, Essen-Werden  
Live Recording: 21. Juni 2019

 Englische Suite Nr. 6 in d-Moll BWV 811
 9  Prélude [07:32]
 10  Allemande [03:46]
 11  Courante [02:29]
 12  Sarabande [03:07]
 13  Double de Sarabande [03:08]
 14  Gavotte I & II [04:08]
 15  Gigue [03:02]

  TILL HOFFMANN 
Kulturzentrum August Everding, Bottrop   
Live Recording: 15. Juni 2019

  Französische Suite Nr. 5 in G-Dur BWV 816
 16  Allemande [03:15]
 17  Courante [01:51]
 18  Sarabande [05:03]
 19  Gavotte [01:07]
 20  Bourrée [01:21]
 21  Loure [02:17]
 22  Gigue [03:25]

  TIFFANY POON 
Haus Fuhr, Essen-Werden  
Live Recording: 12. Mai 2019

 JOHANNES BRAHMS (1833 – 1897) 

  Variationen über ein Thema von Niccolò Paganini op. 35
 1  Heft I [13:12]
 2  Heft II [10:56]

  LAUREN ZHANG 
Zeche Holland, Bochum-Wattenscheid  
Live Recording: 9. Mai 2019

  FRANZ LISZT (1811 – 1886)

  Six Grandes Études de Paganini S 141
 3   Nr. 1 in g-Moll [05:04] 

Preludio. Andante – Étude. Non troppo lento
 4   Nr. 2 in Es-Dur [05:25] 

Andante – Poco più animato – Andante capriccioso
 5   Nr. 3 in gis-Moll „La Campanella“  [05:04] 

Allegretto – Più mosso
 6   Nr. 4 in E-Dur [02:12] 

Vivo
 7   Nr. 5 in E-Dur [02:47] 

 Allegretto – Un poco animato
 8   Nr. 6 in a-Moll [05:46] 

Quasi Presto

  Tre Sonetti del Petrarca S 158
 9   Sonetto 47 del Petrarca [06:38]
 10   Sonetto 104 del Petrarca [07:13]
 11   Sonetto 123 del Petrarca [07:51]

  GIUSEPPE GUARRERA 
LEO-Theater im Ibach-Haus, Schwelm  
Live Recording: 17. Juli 2019

 12  Ungarische Rhapsodie Nr. 10  
in E-Dur S 244/10 [05:43]

  ALEXANDER ULLMAN 
Martinstift, Moers  
Live Recording: 13. Mai 2019

CD 2 
[75:32]

CD 3
[77:51]
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DOMENICO SCARLATTI (1685 – 1757) 

Sonata in D Major K.492 (Presto)  
Sonata in E Major K.380 (Andante commodo) 
Sonata in F Minor K.386 (Presto)  
Sonata in C Minor K.56 (Con spirito)

Sonata in D Minor K.9 (Allegro)  
Sonata in D Minor K.32 (Aria)  
Sonata in E Minor K.394 (Allegro) 
Sonata in G Major K.125 (Vivo)  
Sonata in F Minor K.466 (Andante moderato) 
Sonata in F Major K.107 (Allegro)

Although his father Alessandro Scarlatti had predestined him to  
become an opera composer, Domenico abandoned that trajectory 
quite early on. He left Italy and travelled to Lisbon to work as director 
of the court orchestra. Then, in 1728, when Princess Maria Barbara 
married the crown prince of Spain, Scarlatti followed in her retinue to 
Madrid. As her music teacher from then on, he limited his output  
exclusively to keyboard compositions. Today, over 500 of those works, 
called “sonatas”, are preserved: advanced, innovative pieces that 
thumb their nose at convention in the most astounding ways. Scarlatti  
reportedly said that he “knowingly cast all rules of composition aside”. 
His sonatas were motivated, on the one hand, by a yearning to teach 
keyboard technique in a series of surprising technical examples. The 
typically Baroque binary form is more or less omnipresent, but each 
piece can be regarded as a sort of “treatise” that handles one or several  
problems related with technique or sonority. On the other hand,  
however, we can sense Scarlatti’s desire to avoid schematic convention  
at all costs. His goal, instead, was to astound the listener again and 
again – with swift harmonic changes, courageous leaps and the  
crossing of hands; also by featuring elements of Iberian folklore,  
particularly borrowing from the sound of guitars, castanets or  

tambourines. Scarlatti also loved to employ the acciaccatura, a  
type of percussive, noise-like ornamentation that produces chords  
attacked with a dissonance that do not resolve. Scarlatti’s one-movement  
keyboard sonatas continued to be used as study pieces throughout  
the 1800s. Several editions were in circulation, but it was only  
toward the middle of the 20th century that American harpsichordist 
Ralph Kirkpatrick sifted through all the preserved copies of Scarlatti’s 
sonatas and ordered them in a complete catalogue of works that  
he included in the appendix of his biography of the composer, published  
in 1953. Thus, the catalogue number with a “K”, as in Kirkpatrick, is  
still valid today.

DOMENICO SCARLATTI, JOSEPH HAYDN, FRANZ SCHUBERT, JOHANNES BRAHMSCD 1
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JOSEPH HAYDN (1732 – 1809)

Sonate in Es-Dur Hob. XVI:52
Allegro | Adagio | Finale. Presto

Haydn produced a total of 62 keyboard sonatas in the course of his 
lifetime. Their evolution is redolent at first of C. P. E. Bach’s sonatas, 
then akin to Mozart and the late works even resemble the style of 
early Beethoven. Mostly, however, these highly variegated compositions  
reveal Haydn’s personal inventiveness, his originality, and the joviality 
with which we now associate his works. Haydn wrote his last three 
piano sonatas, including the Sonata in E Flat Major Hob. XVI:52  
featured here, during his second journey to London in 1794-95. These 
last sonatas already intended to exploit the possibilities of the new 
English fortepianos, which were larger and produced a more voluminous  
sonority. The first movement, heroic in character, impresses the listener  
with full-bodied chords and extended modulations in the development  
section. The Adagio is one of Haydn’s most melodious movements: it 
seems like a floating haven of peace, the eye of the storm between 
the two turbulent outer movements. In its middle section in minor we 
can observe the more contemplative side of Haydn’s character. The 
temperamental finale in 2/4 time features a number of surprising  
harmonic turns.

Andante con variazioni in f-Moll Hob. XVII:6 

The Andante con variazioni in F Minor Hob. XVII:6 is regarded as one 
of the most outstanding keyboard pieces from Haydn’s late period. 
He wrote it in 1793, between his first and his second journeys to  
London. At first, Haydn called this piece a “sonata”, or a piccolo  
divertimento. But here we are not dealing with a scholastic example of 
variation technique: this is an exceptional free-form piece. Instead of 
basing itself on one sole variation theme, it takes an extended  
opening section in two parts as its point of departure: the first section 
thereof is in F Minor, the second in F Major. This is followed by two 
variations, the first of which features chromatic transformations of the 
theme in minor, then adorns the major tune with sequences of trills. 
The second variation embellishes the major and minor variants with  
a series of elaborate figures. This is followed by a dramatic coda  
based exclusively on the F Minor theme. The work ends with a softly 
attacked triad: although it is a major chord, it does not dissolve the 
generally sad, earnest impression left behind by the piece as a whole. 

DOMENICO SCARLATTI, JOSEPH HAYDN, FRANZ SCHUBERT, JOHANNES BRAHMS
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FRANZ SCHUBERT (1797 – 1828)

Hungarian Melody in B Minor D 817

Schubert is said to have jotted down the tune of his Hungarian Melody  
in B Minor D 817 when he heard a Hungarian kitchen-maid sing it in 
the summer of 1818. He was staying for the first time in Zseliz, a small 
town now called Želiezovce and located today in Slovakia. Until 1918, 
however, it was still part of the Kingdom of Hungary. Zseliz was the 
summer residence of Count Johann Karl Esterházy, and Schubert was 
employed to teach music to his two daughters. Schubert returned to 
Zseliz to fulfil the same function once again in the summer of 1824: 
that is when he composed the Hungarian Melody in B Minor for solo 
piano. The manuscript, dated 2 September 1824, only turned up a 
century later, in 1925, when Austrian author Stefan Zweig purchased it 
for his collection. Schubert featured the same delightful melody in the 
third movement of his Hungarian Divertimento in G Minor D 818 for 
piano four hands. 

JOHANNES BRAHMS (1833 – 1897)

Variations in F Sharp Minor, Op. 9 on a theme by 
Robert Schumann

Composed in the summer of 1854, this Opus 9 was Brahms’s first  
autonomous series of variations. He intended it as a homage to Robert 
Schumann, his revered friend who was already interned in a sanatorium,  
but also to Schumann’s wife Clara, for whom Brahms had feelings that 
went beyond mere friendship. A year earlier, in one of her own works, 
Clara had already treated this theme from Robert’s Bunte Blätter  
collection. And Brahms added further musical allusions to the artistic 
couple who meant so much to him. He starts by leading Schumann’s 
solemn, melancholy theme into areas that are as painful as they are 
comforting, lets it grope its way forward, as if it was stumbling; he 
then presents it in a sublime choral garb and reveals its brighter,  
happier aspects in animated passages. A playful, will o’ the wisp  
humoresque is followed by a turbulent chase, after which the theme 
sinks back into despondency. It then appears in dark pulsations, as if 
from afar. The intense moonlight of a romantic nocturne is followed 
by a yearning, songlike section full of noble counterpoint, superseded,  
in turn, by a sarcastically humorous variation that seems to be cackling,  
as in a nightmare. A throbbing pulse seems to provide illuminated 
redemption, leading, in turn, to a Romantic lullaby. Intense inner 
emotion finally gives way to a ponderous, touching farewell. 
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JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACHCD 2

JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH (1685 – 1750)

3-Part Invention No. 9 in F Minor BWV 795

Johann Sebastian Bach’s “Two-Part and Three-Part Inventions” are a 
collection of 30 study pieces. They not only encourage the pupil to  
improve his/her technique, but to develop a grasp of several kinds of  
musical form. One of the most remarkable pieces in the series is the  
Three-Part Invention, or “Sinfonia”, No. 9 in F Minor, featuring some of 
the most daring chromaticism in Bach’s entire output. With its audacious,  
uncommonly dissonant palette of harmonies, the brief Sinfonia in F 
Minor takes the listener through a series of surprising modulations, 
only to land once more in the home key just before it finishes. 

Partita No. 6 in E Minor BWV 830
Toccata | Allemande | Corrente | Air | Sarabande | 
Tempo di Gavotta | Gigue

Bach wrote the “Partitas”, a collection of six dance suites, between 1726 
and 1731, at a time when he was already employed as Kantor at the 
Thomaskirche in Leipzig. Although this is the last group of suites he 
wrote in his lifetime, these works were the first to have been published 
under his supervision. Among his three collections of keyboard suites 
(the others are the English Suites and the French Suites), the Partitas 
are the most creative and original works in terms of structure. For the 
traditional instrumental suite, a succession of four movements had  
become standard: Allemande, Courante, Sarabande, Gigue: these were 
characteristic dances from four different European nations in the  
Baroque period. The Allemande is a moderate-tempo “walking dance” 
– in the words of Late Baroque composer and music author Johann 
Matheson, an “honest German invention”. The French Courante was an 
animated dance in triple metre. Noble and solemn, the Sarabande in 
slow triple metre came from Spain. Finally, the boisterous Gigue (or 
“gig”) was in 6/8 or 12/8 time, and stemmed from Elizabethan England. 
Bach often added the Gavotte, a Southern French country dance in 2/2 
that was all the rage in that period. The last suite in Bach’s collection, 
the Partita No. 6 in E Minor, is one of his most notable accomplishments  
in the genre. In the opening toccata, an extended fugue is framed by two 
dramatic, declamatory sections. With its beguilingly subtle chromaticism,  
the Allemande meanders through a series of several keys. The subsequent  
Corrente (Courante) bathes in delicate passages that are nevertheless 
cunningly agile. After an energetic “Air”, we arrive at the suite’s true 
centre of gravity: the profoundly emotional and expressive Sarabande.  
A sprightly, graceful Tempo di Gavotte leads us to the last movement, 
an energetically striding Gigue in the form of a fugue.
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English Suite No. 6 in D Minor BWV 811
Prélude | Allemande | Courante | Sarabande |  
Double de la Sarabande | Gavotte I & II | Gigue

Bach wrote all of his six English Suites by 1725 at the latest. He probably  
did not call them “English Suites” himself. Perhaps the commissioner 
was from the British Isles, or perhaps Bach felt inspired by a collection 
of harpsichord suites by French composer Charles Dieupart in London. 
Strictly speaking, there is indeed nothing musically “English” about these  
suites. As usual, Bach retained his astounding mastery of counter-
point and continued to orient himself toward French models while  
incorporating certain Italian elements of style. He also harked back to 
Italian models in the extensive, weighty Prélude in his English Suite  
No. 6 in D Minor BVW 811, featuring a slow, grave first section and an 
earnestly buoyant second one. A contrasting opposite pole is formed by 
the stately Allemande, featuring occasional dissonances that heighten  
expression. A truly “running” Courante (in the literal sense of the French 
word) accelerates the tempo. On the other hand, the solemn, courtly 
Sarabande is sparse at the onset, then embellished with a rich variety  
of ornaments. To the customary set of suite movements Bach adds 
two interrelated Gavottes: both delicate, and one of which is cheerful,  
before he brings this suite to an audacious close with the customary 
Gigue, which, here, is a fugue that daringly dissolves the entire keyboard 
range into its individual chromatic components.

French Suite No. 5 in G Major BWV 816
Allemande | Courante | Sarabande | Gavotte |  
Bourrée | Loure | Gigue

Bach composed the greatest portion of the French Suites in 1722, when he 
was employed in Köthen as Kapellmeister. He dedicated them to Anna 
Magdalena, his second wife. Just like her husband, she was an employee 
of the court of Prince Leopold of Anhalt-Köthen, where she was held in 
high esteem as a soprano. She received second-highest salary apart from 
Bach. Even after the family moved to Leipzig in April 1723, she retained her 
status in Köthen because she was a married woman. She must also have 
been an outstanding harpsichordist, since her husband dedicated works to 
her name that made the highest technical demands. In the cheerful French 
Suite No. 5 in G Major BWV 816, he completed the traditional series of  
movements by adding a Bourrée, a fast dance in alla breve time that had 
come into fashion at the court of Louis XIV, as well as a Loure, a slow 
French dance with a dotted rhythm. After the introductory, mellifluously  
flowing Allemande, Bach provided his young wife an occasion to display 
her dexterity at the keyboard in a temperamental Courante. The Sarabande  
beguiles the listener with its agréments: gorgeous embellishments that  
require excellent timing and well-founded knowledge of the Baroque  
theory of ornamentation. The humorous Gavotte has enjoyed particular 
popularity down through the years. After a boisterous Bourrée, the Loure 
feels like a haven of tranquillity. Elaborate fugue counterpoint in the Gigue 
provides a brilliant conclusion. 
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JOHANNES BRAHMS UND FRANZ LISZTCD 3

JOHANNES BRAHMS (1833 – 1897)
Variations op. 35 on a theme by Niccolò Paganini 
(Vols. I und II)

In two volumes with fourteen variations each, Brahms’s Variations op. 35  
on a theme by Paganini are a milestone in the evolution of modern  
piano playing. When he composed them at the age of thirty,  
Brahms called them “studies” and inserted all sorts of elaborate  
technical challenges. This is nevertheless no mere exhibit of bravado, 
even though it certainly demands utter mastery on the part of the 
interpreter. Here, as often in Brahms, spirituality and brilliant pianism  
go hand in hand. These character variations are thus impressive  
from every point of view. The theme from Paganini’s famous Caprice  
in E Minor is a buoyant tune typical of the violin: Brahms adapts it 
to the piano by doubling the octaves. Polyrhythmic figures, octave  
glissandi, arpeggio accompaniments and trills in the outer fingers  
provide plenty of keyboard spectacle for eyes and ears. At the same 
time, however, this work opens up new horizons of sound. Brahms 
resorts to all the nuances of timbre and dynamics one could ever con-
ceivably coax from the keys.

FRANZ LISZT (1811 – 1886)
Six Grandes Études de Paganini S 141
No. 1 in G Minor, Preludio. Andante - Étude. Non 
troppo lento  
No. 2 in E Flat Major, Andante – Poco più animato – 
Andante capriccioso 
No. 3 in G Flat Minor “La Campanella”, Allegretto – 
Più mosso 
No. 4 in E Major, Vivo 
No. 5 in E Major, Allegretto – Un poco animato 
No. 6 in A Minor, Quasi Presto

“What a man, what a violin, what an artist!” exclaimed Franz Liszt when 
he heard the playing of violin virtuoso and composer Nicolò Paganini,  
who, in 1830, was sending audiences in European capitals into raptures.  
Not only did Paganini’s mastery of his instrument apparently know no 
limits, but Liszt was fascinated by his wide range of expression and by 
the fact that the Italian violinist not only played the usual repertoire  
of the day, but composed his own works and, last not least, exerted  
a colossal effect on the audience. As if possessed by a demon, Liszt  
started to imitate his idol by perfecting his piano-playing with  
fiendishly difficult exercises. Indeed, soon enough, he was reaping  
similar successes with his own virtuoso recitals. For composer  
virtuosos such as Liszt, the étude was no longer destined for the  
exercise room, but for the concert hall – and it became a typical  
testing ground. In 1838 he brought out the first version of his Paganini  
Études, using material from Paganini’s 24 Caprices Op. 1 (Nos. 6, 17, 1, 9,  
and 24) as well as the finale from Paganini’s Violin Concerto in B  
Minor, the latter serving as basis for the 3rd étude, La Campanella.  
The experimentation was prolonged in the concert hall, and in 1851  
Liszt published the result: a 2nd version of the same six études.  
He cleared up the texture and rewrote certain passages containing 
uncomfortable chord positions. The 2nd version, in particular, shows 
that Liszt by no means regarded virtuosity as an end to itself, but as a 
means of intensifying musical expression. 
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Tre Sonetti del Petrarca S 158
Sonetto 47 del Petrarca  
Sonetto 104 del Petrarca  
Sonetto 123 del Petrarca

During his journeys to Italy between 1837 and 1839, Liszt became  
entranced with Italian art and culture. He was particularly taken 
with the poems of Franceso Petrarca (1304–1374), one of the most  
important figures in the history of Italian literature who co-founded  
the Humanist movement that eventually led to the Renaissance. 
Petrarch left over 300 sonnets to posterity. Liszt’s intense study 
of Petrarch’s poetry led to the Three Petrarch Sonnets (composed  
between 1842 and 1846), three art songs based on Sonnets Nos. 47, 104, 
and 123. The first version was for tenor and piano; then he arranged  
a second one for baritone. Liszt later transformed those songs into 
solo piano pieces, which he included in “Italy”, the 2nd volume  
of his Années de pèlerinage (Years of Pilgrimage), a collection of 26 
character pieces for piano. The original art songs never became very 
popular, but the solo piano versions of the Tre sonetti are regarded  
as the summit of Liszt’s output. These pieces do not aim for bravado  
extroversion; instead, Liszt strives to achieve inwardlyoriented,  
atmospheric musical “translations” that trace the texts’ finest nuances  
and attempt to heighten their poetic effect by including rapturous,  
declamatory passages. Individual expressive content and the mirroring  
of emotional “soulscapes” (typical of Romantic character pieces) are 
associated here with music’s rhetorical capacity to create poetic “songs 
without words”. Thus the piano texture resorts to all the registers  
of timbre and colour the instrument has to offer, while adding a  
series of recitative passages and creating dramatic moods of an almost 
theatrical intensity. 

Hungarian Rhapsody No. 10 in E Major S 244/10

Ever since childhood, Franz Liszt had been fascinated by the oral  
tradition of Hungarian folklore. He said he owned a collection of several  
hundred Hungarian tunes: some in manuscript, others in the form 
of printed scores. Between 1840 and 1844 he published ten volumes 
entitled Magyar Dalok and Magyar Rapszódiák containing “Hungarian  
national melodies”, which can regarded as his preparatory exercises for 
the 19 Hungarian Rhapsodies. Liszt based most of the latter on the 
Hungarian Czardas genre with its binary slow-fast form. That structure  
is likewise found in Liszt’s Hungarian Rhapsody No. 10 in E Major 
S244/10, published in 1853 with the subtitle “Preludio”. The first section  
is a bouncy, rhythmic Andante deciso, followed by the second section,  
Allegretto capriccioso. After a brief introduction with three impressive  
glissando passages, Liszt presents the carefree first theme; a  
harmonic cadence and a change of tempo lead into the Allegretto  
capriccioso, the theme of which is more sombre, in E Minor. An  
extended cadenza with trills in both hands, a glissando episode, and 
a final, brief virtuoso stretto dazzle the listener. 
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ELISABETH BRAUSS

Born in 1995, Elisabeth Brauß studied in the classes of Elena Levit, 
Matti Raekallio, and Bernd Goetzke at the Hannover University of  
Music, Theatre and Media. She has given performances at the  
Elbphilharmonie Hamburg, the Mariinsky Theatre in St. Petersburg, in 
the Tonhalle Zurich, in the Barbican Centre in London, at the  
Konzerthaus Berlin, at the Heidelberg Spring Festival, at Schleswig-
Holstein Music Festival, and at the Mecklenburg-Vorpommern Festival.  
As a soloist, she has performed with orchestras such as Frankfurt Radio  
Symphony Orchestra, BBC Scottish Symphony Orchestra, and the 
Deutsche Kammerphilharmonie Bremen. In addition to first prizes at 
the International Steinway Competition in Hamburg and at the Inter-
national Grotrian Steinweg Piano Competition in Braunschweig, she 
was also awarded the Lower Saxony Prätorus Music Prize in 2012. She 
went on to win first prize at the TONALi Grand Prix in Hamburg in 
2012, first prize in the “Sound and Explanation” competition in Frankfurt  
in 2015, and the KlavierOlymp in Bad Kissingen in 2016. In 2019 she 
gave her first performance at the Ruhr Piano Festival.

GIUSEPPE GUARRERA

Born in Sicily, Giuseppe Guarrera has been studying in the class of Nelson  
Goerner at the Berlin Barenboim-Said Academy since 2018, after  
having previously studied in Italy and at the Hanns Eisler University of 
Music in Berlin. Appearances with the Royal Liverpool Philharmonic 
Orchestra conducted by Vasily Petrenko, with the Royal Philharmonic 
Orchestra of London, the Orchestre Symphonique de Montreal, and 
the Orchestra of La Fenice (Venice) under Dmitri Kitaenko have been 
some of the highlights of his career. For the inaugural concert of the 
new Pierre Boulez Auditorium in Berlin, Giuseppe Guarrera premièred 
a new piano concerto by Benjamin Attahir with the Pierre Boulez  
Ensemble conducted by Daniel Barenboim. Guarrera has also performed  
in Brussels, in Paris, at the Sony Auditorium in Madrid, at the Teatro 
La Fenice in Venice, at the Verdi Theatre in Trieste and at the Bologna 
Festival. During his studies, Guarrera won a series of distinctions  
including 2nd Prize at the James Mottram Competition in Manchester 
(2015) and 1st Prize at the Concorso Nazionale Premio in Venice (2010). 
He has actively participated in masterclasses given by masters of their 
craft including Daniel Barenboim, Ferenc Rados, Sergei Babayan, and 
Michel Beroff; he also worked as the assistant of Eberhard Feltz at 
Hanns Eisler University and as the assistant of Nelson Goerner at the 
Barenboim-Said Academy. In 2018, Elena Bashkirova selected him as 
that year’s Festival Scholarship holder, which led to his début at the 
Festival in 2019. 
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TILL HOFFMANN

Born in 1996 in Freiburg/Breisgau, Till Hoffmann received his first piano  
lessons when he was six years old. From 2005 he was taught by Nella 
and Andrey Jussow at Stuttgart Music School. At the International 
Youth Piano Podium in Munich in 2015, he won the Main Prize along 
with 11 further prizes. In 2016 he won 1st Prize at the Dr. Herrmann 
Büttner Competition held by Karlsruhe University of Music. In 2019 he 
won 1st Prize at the Frankfurt “Ton & Erklärung” competition. In 2014 
he entered the class of Kaya Han at Karlsruhe University of Music  
before switching over to the class of Bernd Goetzke in Hanover in 
2018. Till Hoffmann holds a scholarship from the Studienstiftung des 
Deutschen Volkes foundation. In 2017 he gave his début performance 
at the Heidelberg Spring Festival and at the Schleswig Holstein Music 
Festival, as well as appearing with the Mariinksy Orchestra in Saint 
Petersburg. In 2019 he gave his first performance at the Ruhr Piano 
Festival.

NICOLAS NAMORADZE

Born in the Republic of Georgia in 1992, Nicolas Namoradze grew up 
in Budapest, Hungary. After having concluded his studies in Budapest, 
Vienna, and Florence, he moved to New York City to study toward a 
Masters Degree at Juilliard School. Namoradze is currently studying 
toward a doctorate at the CUNY Graduate Center. Among his teachers 
he has counted the likes of Emanuel Ax and Zoltán Kocsis (piano), as 
well as John Corigliano (composition). In 2018 he won one the world’ 
most renowned piano competitions: the Honens International Piano 
Competition in Calgary. In February 2019 he gave his début performance  
at Carnegie Hall, followed by recitals at Wigmore Hall in London and at 
the Konzerthaus in Berlin. In his début recital at the 2019 Ruhr Piano 

Festival, Namoradze not only displayed his talents as a pianist, but 
also as a composer.

TIFFANY POON

Tiffany Poon was born in 1996 in Hong Kong. When she was only 
eight years old she moved to New York to study at the renowned 
Juilliard School as a young talent with a full scholarship. Two years 
later she gave her first public solo recital and soon started to participate  
successfully in a number of competitions. For instance, she won First 
Prize at the International Frederick Chopin Competition for Young 
Pianists in Moscow and at the Manhattan International Music  
Competition. Her teachers have included renowned masters of their 
craft such as Emanuel Ax and Peter Serkin. Tiffany Poon has been  
giving public performances on a regular basis since she was ten: she 
has already appeared all over North America, Europe, Australia, and 
China. Parallel to her music studies, she likewise obtained a Bachelors 
Degree in Philosophy from Columbia University in New York City. In 
2018 she enrolled toward a Masters Degree at Yale School of Music. 
2019 marks the year she was heard at the Ruhr Piano Festival for the 
first time.
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ALEXANDER ULLMAN

Alexander Ullman gained international attention in 2011 when he won 
the International Franz Liszt Competition in Budapest. Born in London  
in 1991, he studied at the Purcell School, at the Curtis Institute  
in Philadelphia, and at the Royal College of Music back in London, 
where he concluded his studies in 2017 with an Artist Diploma as a 
Benjamin Britten Piano Fellow. His teachers have included Leon Fleisher,  
Ignat Solchenizyn, Robert McDonald, and Dmitri Alexeev. Ullmann 
has performed at Wigmore Hall and Queen Elizabeth Hall in London, 
at the Concertgebouw in Amsterdam, the Gewandhaus in Leipzig, 
Kimmel Center in Philadelphia, Kennedy Center in Washington, D.C., 
at theSeoul Arts Centre, at the Oriental Arts Centre in Shanghai,  
and at the NCPA in Beijing. He has performed piano concertos  
with the Philadelphia Orchestra, the London Royal Philharmonic  
Orchestra, the Dutch Radio Filharmonisch Orkest, the Saint  
Petersburg Philharmonic, Budapest RSO, and Korean Symphony  
Orchestra, under the baton of conductors including Vladimir Ashkenazy,  
Giancarlo Guerrero, and Markus Stenz. He gave his first performance 
at the Ruhr Piano Festival in 2019. 

LAUREN ZHANG

Born in Albuquerque, NM in 2001, Lauren Zhang started learning the 
piano when she was four years old. At the age of six she also started 
receiving violin lessons: even after her family moved to the United 
Kingdom when she was eight, she has continued to play both instruments  
until today. Lauren Zhang was accepted as a young talent by the Royal  
Birmingham Conservatoire, and she has also actively participated in a 
number of masterclasses. She was fourteen when she won First Prize 
at the International Competition for Young Pianists held in Ettlingen 
(Germany). Two years later she won First Prize at the renowned BBC 
Young Musicians Competition. 2019 marked the year when she gave 
her first performance at the Ruhr Piano Festival. 




